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ABSTRACT

Information extraction is a key component in dialogue systems.
Knowledge about the world as well as knowledge specific to
each word should be used for robust semantic processing.  An
intelligent agent is necessary for a dialogue system when
meanings are strictly defined by using a world state model.  A
layered concept structure is proposed to represent knowledge
associated with each word in a "speech-friendly" way.  By
considering knowledge stored in the word concept model as
well as knowledge base of the world model, meaning of a given
sentence can be correctly identified.  This paper describes the
layered concept structure and how knowledge about words can
be stored in this concept model.

1.   INTRODUCTION

Researchers have built many spoken dialogue systems. [1][2][3]
With the increased complexity of tasks, however, there are
several limitations for currently used methods.  Specially, the
traditionally statistical approach for building the natural
language interface will have two major issues:  (1) Information
extraction is not robust enough due to large number of
unexpected sentence styles.  (2) The dialogue process is so
flexible that there are many situations where no dialogue
schemes in the training data will fit.  In this paper, we try to
present a theoretical view of dialogue systems and natural
language understanding and provide a possible approach.

In general, a dialogue system should have speech
communication capabilities as well as task solving capabilities.
We also hope the system be adaptive, teachable and scalable.  In
other words, we want to system to have some intelligence.
Here, we would like to use Daniel Dennett's definition of
"intelligent animal": [4] having an internal model of the world
against which to test hypothesized courses of action prior to
carrying them out.  This is the basis for building the intelligent
agent.  Our task should be giving the intelligent agent speech
capabilities.

The key to speech capabilities is the meaning of sentences.
Before we study how the agent can understand the meaning of a
sentence and how it can express something meaningful, we
should define meaning.  According to Schank's Conceptual

Dependency Theory, [5] there is a unique representation for
meaning behind any sentences that convey the exact message,

  

    The World
                    Mom, dad, friends …

            Car, house, TV …
                 Light, sound, smell …
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Figure 1. Meaning Representation:  “Meaning” is
defined on an internal world.

regardless of language.  However, Schank's scheme of meaning
representation doesn't define meaning in a strict way.

Obviously, strict meaning can only be defined in a given
"world".  This world should be the internal world state of an
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intelligent agent.  Therefore, it is necessary to have a "world
model" before any meaning can be defined.  As Woods
suggested, an intelligent system will need to have some
internalized "notation" or "representation" for expressing
believed and hypothesized facts about the world. [6] Once we
have a world model, representation of meaning is clear and
unique: descriptions of the world states are the stative
conceptualizations of Schank, and changes of the world states
are the active conceptualizations.  As Figure 1 illustrates, this
meaning representation is coherent to the world model and has
nothing to do with any specific language.  A language is then
mapped to the internal model to describe the world state.  Each
word in the language is mapped to a certain concept in the world
state.

For humans to understand language, knowledge behind each
word - the concept is important for semantic processing.   A
natural language understanding system should also use this
knowledge for robust and intelligent semantic processing.
However, no current knowledge representation method is good
for storing information associated with each word. The
procedural semantics suggested by Woods cannot describe all
the knowledge associated with each word accurately.
Researchers have tried to build universal methods for
knowledge representation.  These methods only represent the
knowledge by using highly abstracted symbol languages.  They
are not suitable for storing information related to a specific
word.  In order to build a structure that can store the associated
concept of each word, we propose a word concept model to
represent knowledge in a "speech-friendly" way.  Our goal
should be to establish a universal knowledge representation
method so that a system can use the knowledge to extract
information from a sentence as well as to learn new words and
knowledge by simply filling the newly acquired information
into existing structures.  The motivation behind this is that we
want to build a system that can grow automatically through
interaction with its environments and users.  In section 2, we
propose a Layered Concept Structure that can be used to store
information related to each word.  In section 3, we describe how
knowledge about words can be stored in the proposed concept
structure.  Discussion is given in Section 4.

2. LAYERED CONCEPT STRUCTURE

Currently, a concept can be formally defined as specific regions
in an attribute space.   Each dimension of an attribute space is a
specific attribute that can take continuous or discrete, finite or
infinite values. In this formal concept description, an attribute
space is required first.  Selection of this attribute space is
determined by the specific application.  However, for speech
capable intelligent agent, the attribute space should be universal
if we want the agent has growth potentials.  Therefore, no
specific domain should be defined though we may start from
some certain applications.  Given the tremendous varieties of
everyday life, it is impossible to select an attribute space on
which all the possible words can be defined in.  Furthermore,
new types of words may not be incorporated into this attribute
space properly.  On the other hand, concepts in an intelligent
agent should be layered.  Concepts in different layers may have
different attributes.  For a fixed task intelligent agent, we can

manually set the attributes for different layers.  But for a
learning agent, such structure will fundamentally limit the
agent's abilities.

In order to conquer the fixed attributes problem, we propose a
new type of concept description: layered concept structure.
(LCS)  Key features of LCS are:  an attribute can be another
concept; an attribute and the concept it belongs to is linked by
"relations"; there is no fixed attribute list, concepts are described
by attribute-on-demand.

Our idea here is not to limit a concept to only several possible
attributes.  We may view all the possible concepts as potential
attributes to a specific concept.  The concept of everyday life is
an almost infinite complex network.  Apparently, concepts are
layered.  Explanation of "book" requires knowledge of "paper",
"text", etc.  Ultimately, all concepts are explained by a primitive
concept set that is directly explained by input signal patterns
from sensory motors.  Therefore, we can view the perceptual
space as the fixed part of the attribute space of our concept
model.  Primitive concepts built directly on this fixed attribute
space can be used as attributes of other concepts.  For example,
the concept of "color" can be built directly on the perceptual
space while the concept of  "Sun" requires "color" as one of its
attributes.  It is not necessary to list all the possible attributes the
concept of "sun" might have because all the concepts are
possible attributes.  We only list them when the agent knows
there is connection between concept and a possible attribute.

   Relationship          C1            C2           C3
        Table:
         R1                   R5      R1    R3      R2
         R2
         R3
         …                      C4                    C5

                  R4        R2

     C6
    R6    R2       R1

       R3

             C7

Figure 2.  Layered Concept Structure:  An initial base
concept set and a base relationship table is defined.  New
concepts are defined by specifying relationships with
existing concepts.  We assume the number of significant
relationships is limited.  In this figure, C1, C2 and C3 are
the base concepts.

In order to correctly reflect the relationships between a concept
and an attribute or another concept, a set of basic relations
should be defined.  "Sun" "has" the "color" of "red" while
"door" is "part of" "room".  Here, "has" and "part of" are



different relations.  We shall distinguish such relations so that
we know "color" is applied to the entire part of "Sun" while
"door" may not appear anywhere in a "room".  Fortunately, the
number of basic relations is limited.  We can fix the basic
relation set without losing too much understanding abilities of
the intelligent agent.  Ways to automatically learn basic
relations may also be explored.  However, we shall not worry
about that at this stage.

By extending the ideas of concept and attribute, LCS views all
concepts as possible attributes for a specific concept.  Therefore,
layered concepts are linked by the basic relations.  The base
concept set comes from the perceptual space.  In this way, LCS
has the capability to universally store knowledge in a similar
way used by human minds.  Specially, the relationships a new
concept has can be learned one by one.  A new concept can be
established before all the knowledge about it is discovered.

Obviously, many problems arise when we want to utilize LCS in
an intelligent agent.  Problems in the formal concept description
such as learning new concept from examples or discovering new
conclusion from knowledge base may be reinvestigated here.
But we may want to focus on building the word concept model
by using LCS while coming back to these problems when
necessary.

3.   WORD CONCEPT MODEL

In human mind, complex concepts are explained by simple
concepts.  We need to understand the concept of "door" and
"window" before we understand the concept of "room".  The
concept of  "window" is further explained by "frame", "glass"
and so on.  Ultimately, all the concepts are explained based on
the input signal patterns perceived by the human sensory
motors.  This layered abstraction is the key to fast processing of
information.  When reasoning is being done, only related
information is pulled out.  Lower layered information may not
appear in a reasoning process.  In our word concept model, such
layered concept abstraction should also be used.  We should
build complex concepts by using simple concepts.

As we started to map word into this concept structure, it is
necessary to treat different types of words differently.  Since the
most basic type of concept in the world are physical matters, we
should first map nouns and pronouns into the concept space.
We call this types of words solid word.  For solid word, we can
find the mapping on the concept space quite easily since they
refer to specific types of things in the physical world.  There
may be multiple definitions for one word because one word can
have many meaning.  The agent can decided which definition to
use by combining context information.  Solid words are the
basic building blocks for word concept modeling.  Each solid
word can be stored in an extended concept structure or ECS.

After we have defined the solid words, other types of words can
be defined around solid words instead of in the concept space.
But their definitions are closely coupled with the concept space.

For verbs, we can first define the positions where solid word can
appear around this verb.  For example, solid word can appear
both before and after the verb "eat".  For some verb, more than

one solid word can appear after the verb.  In all the cases, the
positions where solid word can appear are numbered.  Then,
definition of this verb is described by how the attribute of each
solid word should change.  For example, if "Tom" is the solid
word before "go" and "home" is the solid word after "go", then
the "position" attribute of "Tom" should be set to "home" or the
location of "home".  Of course, there are complex situations
where this simple scheme doesn't fit.  However, more
techniques can be developed by using the same idea.

For adjectives, definitions are described as values of the
attributes.  "Big" may be defined as "more than 2000 square
feet" for the "size" attribute if it is used for houses.  Obviously,
multiple definitions are possible and should be resolved by
context.  Also, since there is link between a concept and an
attribute, we can put an extended field in the link of ECS to
locally limit the relation.  Obviously, there are many options to
solve this ambiguity problem, we can come back and attach
them when necessary. Adverbs can be defined in a similar
fashion.  Though adverbs are to limit adjectives and verbs, the
limitations are ultimately reflected in the attributes of solid
words.  For example, "quickly" may mean the position of some
object changes a large amount in a short time.  If we define
basic relations to reflect changes in time, then "quickly" can be
modeled.

For prepositions, we should define them by using the basic set
of relationships.  These include "in", "on", "in front of", "at left
of", "include", "belong to", etc.  Then prepositions can be
defined by using these basic relationships.

There are other types of words, but most of the rest are grammar
words and can be dealt with by a language parser.  We should
solve many miscellaneous tasks when we are building the
system.  Figure 3 summarizes the word concept model.

    C2:v1
         C2:v2

C1:v1              C2
  C1 C1:v2             C2:v3

C1:v3
              C3:v1

           
             C3

       Adjectives/
       Adverbs          C3:v2

     R1    R2            R3
  

     C4

       Prep./Conj.         Verbs

Solid Words

Figure 3. Word Concept Model: Concepts as attributes
can have values.  For example, C1 can have values of
C1:v1, C1:v2, C1:v3.  Solid words are stored as concepts,
verbs changes the values of attributes, adjectives and



adverbs are the values of attributes, prepositions and
conjunctions are the relationships.

4.   DISCUSSION

Natural language understanding should utilize the knowledge
associated with each word and the internal world model.
However, there are many problems we have to solve.  The
layered concept structure and word concept model are just the
starting effort to solve these problems in a systematical way.
From the viewpoint of AI, we have to solve the following
problems: find a suitable basic concept set; find a suitable
relationship set; find algorithms that automatically learns new
layered concepts from examples; find algorithms that do
reasoning and planning by using knowledge stored in layered
concept.  From the viewpoint of computational linguistics, we
need to find algorithms that extract information by using
knowledge associated with the word concept model; we may
also inspect the process of language generation by using the
word concept model.  From the viewpoint of speech recognition,
we may want to find ways to utilize the knowledge to recover
recognition errors.

An intelligent system should have the ability of learning.  Here
we want to build a suitable structure so that a dialogue agent can
learn new words and new languages as well as knowledge about
the world from the environment.  The word concept model is
one small step towards building the universal learning structure
for intelligent systems that grow on its own. We feel language
capability plays a key role in intelligence.  Actually, there are
already excellent theories in the field of artificial intelligence.
The lack of speech capability for current intelligent agents may
be the crucial reason why real applications of artificial
intelligence are not so fruitful.  Giving intelligent agents natural
language capability may help to provide better solutions.

We are now in the process of building a dialogue interface for
an image retrieval system.  We expect to get more detailed
results during this process.
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